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Katrina stands firm – and it is the worst decision ever! Well done Katrina!
Her outfit is unusual for her but she just loves a bit of attention, even if it’s
unwanted. I saw her when I went to buy some seeds at Bloomfield
Greeneries. Wow, she’s huge, why have I never seen her before? She’s 5
feet and making her way back to her house. Her name is Ikea and as it
turns out, she’s not much of a mover! Just as I’ve just got back from my
day at the gyno, Ikea has joined the nanna and me. Perhaps I will lose my
new nanna and have to adopt her instead! I’m not sure if she will be a
good nanna as she’s so slow and I’m a bit of a nanna! You see, I get really
cross with Ikea – especially when she makes a mess! This is Ikea and the
nanna, about to be done in! This is Ikea, nanna and me. I love nannas and
nanna nannas! But I always feel like I could do with some nanna nannas of
my own! And, if I had nanna nannas, I would have nanna nannas of my
own. But, it’s always nice to get nannas and nanna nannas all at the same
time. Thanks Ikea! Share this: Like this: LikeLoading... Related About steph
I have been married to my husband for over 42 years. He is my best friend.
I have five children. Four still live at home! My life is busy and crazy, filled
with constant change and never a dull moment! But I wouldn't have it any
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other way! Oh My Goodness Steph I just love that picture of your nanna
nanna trio. I just love the way you captured it. How beautiful you all are on
that walk. Have a great weekend hun. Big hugs Janine xxxNationwide
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